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Abstract
Transforming data from different information systems is important and challenging for integration purposes as data can be stored and represented in different data models in different information systems. In addition, when modeling data in the information systems, integrity constraints
on the schemas are necessary for semantics and to maintain consistency purposes. Thus when
schemas with conforming data are transformed from heterogeneous information systems, there is
a need to transform and preserve semantics of data using constraints. Addressing this problem,
we propose how data from different source information systems can be transformed to a global
information system. We also review how constraints in data transformation are used in data
integration for the purpose of integrating information systems. Our research is towards the handling of semantics using integrity constraints in data integration from heterogeneous information
systems.

1. Introduction
As different information systems (ISs) use different data models for storing and representing
data, transformation of data for exchange and integration purposes [1] is necessary and is a challenging task. Each information system is designed with its own data model and schemas are
designed with constraints to convey semantics of data and for maintaining consistency. Historically most popular data model is relational data model. However, much of data is currently being
represented and exchanged in XML [7] over the world wide web. Thus transformation of XML
data to relational data and transformation of relational data to XML data become necessary for
data intensive activities such as data integration, data warehousing, data exchange and data publishing [21, 28]. We show the data transformation and integration for heterogeneous information
systems in Fig.1.
The Fig.1 shows the data transformation and integration architecture for different information
systems with different data models. Both local information systems and the global information
system can be either in XML or in relational database. When both local information systems and
the global information system have different database systems, there is a need to transform schema
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Figure 1. Data integration from heterogeneous information systems

and data with constraints. We also identify that even for the same database systems (e.g.XML)
for both local and global information systems, there is a need to transform schema and data with
constraints for preserving semantics.
We study the followings in this paper.
• We review the researches of data transformation and integration with constraints for different data models.
• We then identify the data transformation framework for different data models.
• A data integration framework based on different data models with constraints from different
information systems is also proposed.

2. Data Transformation and Integration with Constraints: Overview
We now review the achievements of transformations of data with constraints for different data
models in information systems.

2.1. Relational to XML Data Transformation [R − X]:
With the emergence of XML as data representation and storage format over the web, data
transformation and integration from relations to XML became necessary for some purposes such
as data exchange and data publishing. In relational to XML data transformation, the issue of
constraints preservation is studied in [27] where the constraints like primary keys, foreign keys,
unique constraints, and not null are considered when a relation is transformed to XML Schema.
In publishing data in XML from XML and relational data [28], constraints are also exploited for
better query formulation. In data translation [21], both XML and relational schemas are considered with some constraints like nested referential constraints.
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2.2

XML to Relational Data Transformation [X − R]:

Like relational to XML, data transformation and integration from XML to relations also got
much attention in past. In [23], constraints(e.g., cardinality constraints, domain constraints, inclusion dependencies etc.) are considered for preservation when XML DTD is transformed to
relational schema. In [22], XML keys are transformed to functional dependencies(FDs) for relations and this process is termed as constraint propagation. In [25], how relational keys can be
captured from XML keys is shown. Some work ([24, 26]) where constraints like cardinality constraints, inclusion dependencies, constraints on DTD etc. are considered where preservation is the
issue for XML to relational data transformation perspective.
Discussions:Transformation of XML constraints are very different from relational constraints
in the sense that constraints in XML follow the tree structure of data and relational constraints
follow flat structure of data. Thus when transforming an XML schema with data to relational
schema with data, there is a need to investigate how constraints in XML are transformed to relational constraints with preservation. Similarly, when relational schema with data is transformed
to XML schema with data, there is a need to investigate how to transform constraints in relations
to constraints in XML and how to preserve constraints by the transformed XML data.
We now discuss the data transformation for homogeneous data model.

2.3. Relational to Relational Data Transformation [R − R]:
The research works in [10, 35, 36, 37, 38] are the examples of data integration in relational
database and use the transformation or restructuring of source schemas for schema integration.
Integrity constraints integration for schema integration was studied for heterogeneous databases
in [10] and the research was mainly in relational data model.
McBrien and Poulovassilis [35] developed a data integration system in relational model. They
use a set of primitive transformations on source schemas to integrate them into global schema. A
general framework for transformation of schemas is shown in [37] by them. In [38], they described
a formal framework for schema integration that uses a common data model in Entity-Relationship
(ER) model. They also proposed a set of transformation operators for schema integration in [38].
They extended their research works and presented an approach named schema evolution [36] in
schema transformation and integration.
In pure relational data integration [3], how queries should be affected in the presence of keys
and foreign keys on the global schema and no constraints on the source schema is shown. In
[15], a data integration system was shown where both source schemas and the global schema
can have constraints and then he showed how the source derived global constraints and the original constraints on the global constraints can further be used for answering the query. In [16],
how the consistent local constraints on the local schemas are transformed and simplified to the
global schema is shown. In relational schema integration, the correspondence between local integrity constraints and the global extensional assertions is investigated in [17]. In [18], the query
preserving transformation in data integration system is shown with or without constraints on the
global schema. In [19], how the integrity constraints over the global schema can affect the query
answering is discussed. In [20], the inconsistency of a data integration system is illustrated when
source constraints over the source schemas are not the same as global constraints over the global
schema.
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2.4. XML to XML Data Transformation [X − X]:
In recent years, with the massive use of XML over world wide web, the task of data transformation and integration in pure XML is worth to mention. In [2], XML keys and foreign keys
are taken into consideration on the XML global schema where source schemas are also in XML.
In [30], data from relational sources are integrated to the XML target schema where keys and
foreign keys in relations are captured as XML keys and XML inclusion constraints on the target schema using constraint compilation. In XML to XML data transformations and integration
([32, 14, 9, 11, 12, 13]), how the important XML constraints(e.g. XML keys, XML Functional
Dependencies) on the source schema should be transformed and preserved to the target schema is
investigated in [5, 6].

3. Data Transformation Framework In Heterogeneous Data Model
In data transformation for integration, a source schema with its conforming data is transformed
to target schema. A source schema can be defined with integrity constraints to convey semantics
of data. When a source schema is transformed to target schema with their conforming data,
constraints need to be transformed and preserved. We illustrate these problems using the Fig.2.
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Figure 2. Data transformation of heterogeneous information systems

We denote a database of an information system as a triple ∆ = (S, T /I, C) where S is schema,
T /I is document or instance and C is constraint. We use ∆X = (SX , TX , CX ) to mean a database
in XML and ∆R = (SR , IR , CR ) to mean a database in relational model.
We denote the transformation as τ that has three sub operations: the schema transformation τS ,
the document or instance transformation τT /I and the constraint τC .
We now study the effects of transformations on schema, document or instance and constraint.

3.1. Schema Transformation[τS (S)]
In schema transformation, different transformation operations are used. For τ (∆R ) → ∆X ,
relational tables need to be transformed to different schema definitions in XML such as XML
Document Type Definitions(DTD)[7] and XML Schema[8]. Similarly, for τ (∆X ) → ∆R , different schemas in XML are to be transformed to relations.
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3.2. Data Transformation[τT /I (T /I)]
When schemas are transformed, underlying data or documents conforming to the schemas
need to be also transformed. For τ (∆R ) → ∆X , flat structure instances of relational tables are
to be transformed to tree structure XML documents. Opposite task is needed with the case of
τ (∆X ) → ∆R . One property known as inf ormation preservation[31] is necessary when data
is transformed.

3.3. Constraints Transformation[τC (C)]
When schemas with data are transformed, the constraints specified on the schemas need to
be transformed. For τ (∆R ) → ∆X , constraints(Primary key,unique constraints,functional dependency, foreign key etc.) in relational data are to be transformed to XML constraints(XML
absolute key, relative key, XML functional dependency, XML inclusion dependency etc.). When
transforming relational constraints to XML constraints, the graph-structured XML schema and the
tree-structured XML documents need to be considered. There is also a need to preserve the constraints [23, 24, 27] in transformations. Similarly, the opposite transformations and preservations
are needed when the transformation is τ (∆X ) → ∆R .

4. Data Integration Framework with Constraints in Different Data Models for Information Systems
In data integration, from sources, schema and its conforming data with consistent constraints
need to be transformed and integrated to the global site. Moreover, the global information system
needs to have its own constraints for data consistency and integrity. We show this framework in
the Fig.3. The global information system is denoted as I G and the source information systems are
denoted as I S1 and I S2 .

IG=∆G (SG, TG/IG , CG )

τ

IS1 =∆S1 (SS1, TS1/IS1 , CS1 )

τ

IS2 =∆S2 (SS2, TS2/IS2 , CS2 )

Figure 3. Data transformation and integration of heterogeneous information systems

In transforming schema S, document or instance T /I and constraint C, there is a need of a set
of transformation operations. These operations need to be sufficient to transform a source schema
with its conforming data and the constraints on the schema to the global schema.
We identify the following tasks need to be performed in data integration with constraints.
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(a) The constraints on the source are to be transformed and preserved to the global site for
semantics.
(b) The global constraints need to be consistent with the integrated data from sources.
(c) There is a need to find the non-equivalent constraints between the source derived constraints
at the global site and the constraints defined on the global site.
(d) The correspondences between relational constraints and XML constraints need to be investigated as there are many proposals on XML constraints [39] while relational constraints
are well established.

5. Conclusions
We reviewed the constraints in data transformation and integration for different data models
for information systems. We then showed what should be the architecture for data transformation
according to the review. We also showed the data integration framework that used the transformations of schema, data and constraints.
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